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“I am”
The master of my cells.
I can manifest my
dreams to change the
direction in my career.
I will discover all I need
to know for this
change. The
information I need I
will read and
understand without
fear of failure.
My feelings will blend
with my desires and I
will receive the
changes in my career
gladly.
I am balanced into my
new career without
any fear.

A MESSAGE FROM ELAINE
Many of us ask ourselves questions and fail to
find the answers. This brings a space of life to
a standstill. If we were to know the all of
everthing, remember, the questions would dry
up. Honour that our cells do know, and do
wait for our enquiries and will touch us only if
we ask.
Yes I know the willingness of my cells take me
as I am, even if I cheat on them. Our lives hold
the right to build more cells and this is why we
are the Questioners to expand new cells with
their proven facts and clear cut choices.
Lets all do the right thing and enjoy this
moment.
With muscle testing we are able to obtain
clear answers.

ELAINES QUOTE THIS
MONTH:
Purity of heart, sold us all to believe,
values honesty and success remains with
the rich and the famous. We are all pure
when we love who we are and grow who
we are into happy minded beings
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HUMANITIES ROLE
In the Evolution of the Soul
Chapter 4 Page 49
Once upon a time there was a girl lost in
the woods. Her people searched for her
and eventually gave up. A pair of bears
adopted her,fed her and kept her
safe.These bears loved her. She became
aware of this and felt quite safe from
other dangerous animals.The cuddles and
playful games they shared strengthened
the bonds they enjoyed. She learnt to eat
as they did, and she talked their talk and
used their body language. If someone had
not found her, her life would have
continued in this state.
We are all sometimes lost to the animals
in our partners.We obey them and play
their games, talk their language, wake
each day to do as they do, work as they
say, and eat as they eat. With infinite
love, you can keep yourself separate from
your partner without diluting your love
for them and without allowing them the
power to make you a slave to their animal
instincts and desires.
Infinite love asks us to question our
behaviour and that of our culture. Why
do we accept flaws in our lives without
question? Fairytale love never explained
this. Everything was perfect. However, it
is not. For example,“I will share my time
with you, what you get from me will be
what I feel like giving at the time.” “I will
tell you everything, while at the same
time I will close my heart and give you a
piece of my mind.” “I will sleep with you,
eat with you and you will get to know me,
and put up with my bad habits, or else.”
In the past, infinite love was rarely part of
a good marriage.Good marriages were
based on conditions and obedience to
a law. Who formed these laws, who
demanded them, who controlled them?
With infinite love we can master our own
happiness under all conditions.
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